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Iris Johansen

The Perfect Witness

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author comes an explosive new thriller.

When Teresa Casali was young, she discovered that she could read people's memories. But this strange gift became a curse when her mob boss father used Teresa to gain the upper hand in his world of corruption and violence. Exposed by her own family to the darkest impulses of mankind, Teresa finds herself defenseless and alone…until, from seemingly out of nowhere, she meets the mysterious Andre Mandak. Armed with a chilling set of skills, Mandak can protect Teresa, and kill her pursuers. But can she trust him?

With Mandak's help, Teresa learns to control her power before it consumes her. It is his promise to get her into Witness Protection that convinces Teresa to assume a new identity: she becomes Allie Girard and tries to forget Teresa Casali ever existed. For years 'Allie' lives a normal life with a new family…until the day her cover is blown and the truth spreads like wildfire. Now she will have to use her finely-honed gift to end the threat that began with her family's betrayal. Nothing can stop her from revealing the truth…even if it kills her.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

For the first time in ten years, Iris is creating a completely new character and new setting: a woman with a photographic memory, on the run from the criminals who killed her father. Iris Johansen is a consistent top-five New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Bookscan, and Publishers Weekly bestseller. The mass market of Bonnie she reached #1 on the New York Times and Publishers Weekly lists. In the vein of Tess Gerritsen's successful Rizzoli & Isles series, TNT is developing Iris and Roy's Kendra Michaels series. Iris Johansen has 89,000 Facebook fans who are engaged year-round with her.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Never Knowing

From The New York Times bestseller author, a novel in which a woman discovers her father was a serial killer who was never caught

At thirty-four Sara Gallagher is finally happy. Her antique furniture restoration business is taking off and she's engaged to a wonderful man. But there's one big question that still haunts her—who are her birth parents? Sara is finally ready to find out, but some questions are better left unanswered.

Sara's birth mother rejects her—again. Then she discovers her biological father is an infamous killer who's been hunting women every summer for over thirty years. Sara tries to come to terms with her horrifying parentage—and her fears that she's inherited more than his looks—with her therapist, Nadine, who we first met in Still Missing. But Sara soon realizes the only thing worse than finding out your father is a killer is him finding out about you.

Never Knowing is a complex and compelling portrayal of one woman's quest to understand where she comes from. That is, if she can survive…

KEY SELLING POINTS:

Still Missing was our first mass market from Chevy Stevens, and it performed amazingly well. It hit the New York Times bestseller list and had an excellent sell through. In hardcover, Still Missing debuted at #19 and remained on the New York Times list 4 weeks. In trade paper it was a printed New York Times bestseller at #17, and was on the extended list for three weeks. It was awarded the 2011 Thriller Award for Best First Novel at Thriller Fest and was an Indie Next Pick. The mass market publication of Never Knowing is book ended by the trade paperback release of That Night on 5/5/15 and Stevens's latest novel, Those Girls, coming 7/7/15. Chevy Stevens' novels have received phenomenal reviews from bestselling authors Gillian Flynn, William Landay, and Lisa Gardner.
SPOTLIGHT

Jane Green

Tempting Fate

From the New York Times bestselling author, a riveting novel about the events leading up to one woman's affair—and its aftermath

Gabby and Elliott have been happily married for eighteen years. They have two teenaged daughters. They have built a life together. Forty-three year old Gabby is the last person to have an affair. She can't relate to the way her friends try to cling to the allure of their younger years…And yet, she too knows her youth is fading. She could never imagine how good it would feel to have a younger man show interest in her—until it happens. What begins as a friendship develops into an emotional affair as Gabby discovers her boundaries are not where she expects them to be. She steps into the allure of attraction and attention, never foreseeing the consequences that lie ahead. If she makes one wrong move she could lose everything—and find out what really matters most.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

The hardcover of Tempting Fate hit #8 on the New York Times, #13 on Publishers Weekly, and #10 on Barnes & Noble's hardcover fiction lists. Our publication of Tempting Fate in hardcover had reviews in People Style Watch, and a Today Show feature on the book. We now publish Jane Green in three print formats with this mass market leading into the Saving Grace trade paperback (6/9/15) as well as the Summer Secrets hardcover (6/30/15).

A Scarlet Letter for the 21st century." —Kirkus

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Dalton Fury

Full Assault Mode

*New York Times* bestselling Delta Force series is back with a pulse-pounding, globe-hopping, special operations thriller

When SEAL Team Six killed Osama bin Laden, they pulled a treasure trove of intelligence on planned attacks on U.S. soil. Ayman al-Zawahiri, al Qaeda's new leader, is activating his most trusted (and deadliest) terrorists to carry out his newest plot: to detonate a bomb inside one of the sixty-four commercial nuclear power plants in the U.S. in an attack ten times worse than 9/11, causing radiological fallout that would kill hundreds of thousands of innocent Americans. The President wants answers quickly, and after Kolt Raynor saved his life a few months earlier, he knows Delta Force is fully capable. But Kolt is on the verge of getting forced out of JSOC for disobeying orders in Pakistan—and when he's offered a slot in Tungsten, an ultra-secret deep-cover organization, he jumps at the chance. Now his task is to infiltrate al Qaeda and prevent this deep-cover terror cell from making their plot a reality before it's too late.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

With each new book, total sales have increased as more fans flock to this bestselling series. The last book, *Tier One Wild*, debuted on the *New York Times* bestseller list. The author is a former Delta Force operator and he brings authenticity to these novels. In addition to writing bestselling fiction and nonfiction, Dalton Fury has appeared in video games, written articles, sold his books to Hollywood and has a strong social media presence. Everyone from bestselling authors (Brad Thor, James Rollins) to reviewers have praised this series which continues to delight fans & critics.Premium Edition

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**

Elin Hilderbrand

The Love Season

Elin Hilderbrand ventures into Anita Shreve terrain to explore what happens if you dare to probe the past and question the future

It's a hot August Saturday on Nantucket Island. Over the course of the next 24 hours, two lives will be transformed forever.

Marguerite Beale, former chef of culinary hot spot Les Parapluiies, has been out of the public eye for over a decade. This all changes with a phone call from Marguerite's goddaughter, Renata Knox. Marguerite has not seen Renata since the death of Renata's mother, Candace Harris Knox, fourteen years earlier. And now that Renata is on Nantucket visiting the family of her new fiancé, she takes the opportunity, against her father's wishes, to contact Marguerite in hopes of learning the story of her mother's life—and death. But the events of the day spiral hopelessly out of control for both women, and nothing ends up as planned.

Welcome to The Love Season—a riveting story that takes place in one day and spans decades; a story that embraces the charming, pristine island of Nantucket, as well as Manhattan, Paris and Morocco. Elin Hilderbrand's most ambitious novel to date chronicles the famous couplings of real lives: love and friendship, food and wine, deception and betrayal—and forgiveness and healing.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

The Love Season is one of Elin's successful Nantucket novels, and her readership has expanded exponentially since its initial publication. The original trade paper edition of The Love Season netted nearly 100,000 copies and was met with unanimous critical praise. After hitting the New York Times bestseller list with Barefoot, both her frontlist as well as her backlist consistently rank high on bestseller lists every summer.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Elizabeth Adler

Last to Know

A killer targets a peaceful lakeside community and one family is changed forever by secrets and lies.

Evening Lake: idyllic, peaceful, with a community of families who have been coming to this western Massachusetts getaway for decades. And then newcomer Lacey Havnel and her daughter Bea move in. Mysterious, rough-around-the edges, they keep to themselves. Detective Harry Jordan sees his lake home as a respite from solving crimes on the streets of Boston. One night, Harry is walking the lake when the night is rocked by an explosion and the Havnel house is engulfed in a conflagration. Bea Havnel survives but her mother does not, and Harry is pulled into the investigation. When it's discovered that Lacey Havnel died not from the explosion but from a knife wound, it's soon clear that a murderer is on the loose.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

Publishing this New York Times bestselling author in mass market brings Elizabeth Adler back to the format where she connects best with fans of her romantic suspense novels. Adler's next hardcover, One Way or Another, is scheduled for release on July 7, 2015, and this mass market edition of Last to Know comes one month before the new book. Fans of Mary Higgins Clark and Karen Rose will love Elizabeth Adler's page-turning novels. The combination of lakeside setting and romantic intrigue makes for great beach reading.

A wonderful, romantic thriller that connects you with the characters very quickly." — RT Book Reviews on Please Don't Tell

"If anyone can combine romance with a creepy CSI-style serial-killer plot, it's Adler." — Booklist on Please Don't Tell

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Janet Evanovich

Wicked Appetite

From #1 New York Times bestselling author, the first title in the series featuring fan favorites Lizzy and Diesel

Life in Marblehead has had a pleasant predictability, until Diesel arrives. Rumor has it that a collection of priceless ancient relics representing the Seven Deadly Sins have made their way to Boston's North Shore. Partnered with pastry chef Lizzie Tucker, Diesel bullies and charms his way through historic Salem to track them down—and his criminal mastermind cousin Gerewulf Grimorie. The black-haired, black-hearted Wulf is on the hunt for the relic representing gluttony. Caught in a race against time, Diesel and Lizzie soon find out that more isn't always better, as they battle Wulf and the first of the deadly sins.

With delectable characters and non-stop thrills that have made Janet Evanovich a household name, Wicked Appetite will leave you hungry for more.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

This is the first title in the popular series in which Diesel and Carl the monkey leave the world of Plum and travel to Marblehead, MA. In hardcover Wicked Appetite debuted at #3 on the New York Times bestseller list. In its original mass market publication it debuted at #4 and hit #1 its second week. This will tie-in with a new Lizzie and Diesel hardcover novel coming out 6/23/15, Wicked Charms.

"...rational adults who can't bear to open their 401(k) statements will rush out to buy Finger Lickin' Fifteen... , the "new" Stephanie Plum novel by Janet Evanovich. Whatever bad news might be coming, the madcap heroine in these comic farces won't be delivering it." - New York Times on Finger Lickin' Fifteen

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Kate Baxter

The Last True Vampire

The first book in a paranormal romance series where the last vampire of an ancient race cannot reclaim his world without his mate.

Michael Aristov is the last of his king and his race's last true king. Pained by his failure to protect his race, he finds no solace in the dark nightclubs of L.A. But when a human woman sets fire to Michael's senses, he is consumed with lust for her body even more than her blood… Claire Thompson has left a dangerous life of crime only to be drawn into the world of the vampire, a world as dark and twisted as Michael's soul. As ancient feuds reawaken, Claire must choose to escape the bonds of passion, or be consumed by desire…

KEY SELLING POINTS:

When Sherrilyn Kenyon launched the Dark-Hunter series with Night Pleasures in 2002, fans couldn't get enough. J.R. Ward, Christine Feehan, and Charlaine Harris, all tremendous successes, have one thing in common: vampires. They have been and continue to be the most popular bad boys of the night. The Last True Vampire is the debut novel in a brand new, high concept paranormal series, featuring everyone's favorite bad boys. The Last True Vampire is intensely emotional, deeply sensual with a romance that defies it all and great touches of suspense to keep you on the edge of your seat. We are publishing this exciting series on a six-month pub schedule to create buzz. The next novel, The Warrior Vampire, will be followed by The Dark Vampire.
Lori Handeland

In The Air Tonight

A sexy, magical series from bestseller Lori Handeland featuring three sisters who don't know each other or their connection

In the small Wisconsin town of New Bergin, Rachel Larsen has never fit in. She's adopted and everyone knows it. In a place where strapping Scandinavian farm folk produce children like bunnies, she's also the only only child. To top it off, her hair is black and her eyes are brown in the land of the blonde and the blue. But what really makes her different are the ghosts. They're everywhere. Raye knows better than to admit to being anything out of the ordinary. But things are about to get even more extraordinary when a sexy detective from New Orleans, Bobby Doucet, comes to town to investigate a series of murders. He awakens things in Raye she never knew existed. And shows her the possibility that she has powers beyond her knowledge…

KEY SELLING POINTS:

Back to back to back publishing event! We are re-launching Lori Handeland in a big way, the Sisters of the Craft trilogy will publish in June, July and August 2015. Readers won't have to wait long to devour this sexy and magical series. In April and May 2015 we are re-issuing two fan favorite Night Creature novellas as e-originals, previously published in anthologies. This is a great way to start the summer of Lori Handeland! The Sisters of the Craft trilogy is perfect for fans of Christine Feehan's bestselling Sea Haven series. Lori Handeland is a RITA award-winning versatile author who has written romance, urban fantasy and paranormal historical fiction.

Action packed urban fantasy adventure with lots of surprises! Packs a punch!” — Fresh Fiction on Apocalypse Happens

ALSO AVAILABLE:

David L. Golemon

Overlord

In the thriller from New York Times bestselling author David Golemon, the End of Days is upon us - Invasion has begun!

Some speculate that the war between the worlds began 700 million years ago, but the war is now upon us. The plans of a million years are finally ready for what we have always known was coming - Armageddon. The war flares to global brightness when the first alien strike in history hits China.

Only one being in the world can possibly give Earth a fighting chance at survival - a small alien called the Matchstick Man. While the Matchstick Man searches for the real motivation behind the invasion, the Event Group learns that the answer to this war is buried here on earth, and they may even hold the clue to salvation. The fate of the planet depends on a few good men and women in this action-packed thrill ride from New York Times bestselling author David L. Golemon.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

*Overlord* is the most action-oriented Event Group novel yet. This is a pulse-pounding page-turner from beginning to end. Overlord is the conclusion to the trilogy within the Event Group series that began with Event and continued with Legacy. Readers are eager to learn how the epic battle for Earth will conclude. Golemon served in the US Army in Special Operations. His insider knowledge creates a true, vivid account of the elite Event Group. Golemon has his own website and he's active in the world of sci-fi/action/adventure blogs and sites. With the success of James Rollins and others, this action/adventure market has never been hotter. Visit EventsGroupFiles.com

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Thriller SS’13 12c PPK | 3/13 | 9780312533649 | $101.88 / $125.88 Can.
Suzanne Rock

At His Service

The first book in a sexy new series which follows the boundary pushing relationship between a student and her hotel owner boss.

Leo Perconti's life is spinning out of control. As head of his family's hotel conglomerate, it's his job to save his family from bankruptcy. At the center of his turmoil is Karin Norell, a quiet, alluring housekeeping manager who compliments his dominating personality and lets him feel in control once more.

As Karin explores her passion her feelings for Leo deepen. Unfortunately, Karin and Leo come from different worlds, and when the two worlds collide, the cost can be devastating. As the service staff at The Palazzo rise up against the Perconti family, both Leo and Karin are faced with losing what each of them holds most dear. Together they must learn that true power comes from vulnerability and trust that can only happen when you let your insecurities go.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

At His Service features an alpha male and the strong, sassy woman who tames him. Perfect for fans of Shayla Black, Beth Kerry and Sara Fawkes. To build anticipation and grow Suzanne's fan base we are releasing the novel as exclusive e-serials pre-publication (2/15), to bring attention to the book and series. As a self-published author Suzanne is part of several author collectives that publish together and promote each other's work. Her self-published boxed sets have hit the USA Today and New York Times bestseller list.

Deliciously seductive. At His Service will leave you breathless in the best way possible”- Lisa Renee Jones, New York Times bestselling author of the Inside Out series

MARKETING

*National Print Publicity
*Online Publicity Campaign
*National Print Advertising
*Online Advertising Campaign
*NetGalley Outreach
*Extensive Blog Outreach
*Extensive Online Promotion at HeroesandHeartbreakers.com
*Email Marketing Campaign
*Visit SuzanneRock.com
Sarah Castille

Beyond the Cut

Motorcycles—and hearts—race in the next sexy, edgy novel in The Sinner's Tribe Motorcycle Club series.

After escaping from a hard family life, Dawn Delgado has no one. Taken in by Jimmy—A.K.A Psycho, head of the Devil's Brethren Motorcycle Club—she falls for her "protector." But after years of abuse, Dawn packs her bags with two things in mind. One, bikers are not to be trusted. And two, she must stop fantasizing about her two-night stand with Cade, the dangerously handsome member of The Sinner's Tribe Motorcycle Club…

Cade, A.K.A. Ryder, has never met a woman who can make his heart beat faster than Dawn. Beautiful, with a backbone of steel, she's the one woman he's hell-bent on keeping in his bed. But Psycho wants them apart, and as club tensions escalate, Cade will have to fight with his life to keep Dawn by his side…

KEY SELLING POINTS:

This is the next novel in the Sinner's Tribe Motorcycle Club series featuring intense, sexy bikers as they fight to keep their gangs, and the women they can't live without, safe. We have one more in the series, which we will publish in October 2015 so fans will not have to wait! Biker romance is hot! This new trend is all over the romance scene, and readers can't get enough! This edgy, sexy romance will be sure to delight fans of the genre.

Sarah Castille is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author, and was awarded Publishers Weekly's Top Ten pick for her boxer romance Against the Ropes.

Castille takes the MC genre and lights it on fire! I want my very own Sinner's Tribe Motorcycle Club bad boy!"—Julie Ann Walker, New York Times bestselling author

"Filled with twists and turns...this action-packed story will appeal to romantic-suspense readers who prefer bad-boy heroes [and] saucy heroines."—Booklist

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Matt Braun

Deathwalk

A Matt Braun classic—now newly repackaged!

Could the most feared gunman in the West become a respectable lawman in the wildest city in Texas?

Ben Thompson carved out a name for himself as a gambler and a shootist—from Dodge City to the Rio Grande. But settling down in Austin with a wife and young son didn't settle Ben's taste for the sporting life. He still found himself in the gambling dives—where the turn of a card too often led to a shootout. Then a circle of powerful businessmen decided Thompson was the only man who could tame Austin's wild side. They asked him to rule the streets and take no prisoners. They asked him to take on the job of a marshal in a town where every man packed a gun. And for Thompson, his explosive career as a lawman would prove to be a crossroads. His personal code of honor was the price for a tin-star badge.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

Matt Braun has written over 40 books to date, with 40 million copies in print worldwide. Braun has received the Western Writers of America Golden Spur Award for his bestselling epic The Kincaids. Braun's newsletter reaches many booksellers and fans. Matt Braun is the recipient of The Cowboy Spirit Award in March of 2000 and was inducted into the Cowboy Hall of Fame.

Matt Braun is a master storyteller of frontier history."—Elmer Kelton

"Matt Braun is head and shoulders above all the rest who would attempt to bring the gunmen of the old west to life." —Terry C. Johnston, author of The Plainsmen series

ALSO AVAILABLE:

David Zinczenko, Peter Moore

**The 8-Hour Diet**

A revolutionary new diet plan that lets readers eat whatever they want while burning off belly fat!

In *The 8-Hour Diet*, a *New York Times* bestseller in hardcover, authors David Zinczenko and Peter Moore present a paradigm-shifting plan that allows readers to eat anything they want, as much as they want—and still strip away 20, 40, 60 pounds, or more.

Stunning new research shows readers can lose remarkable amounts of weight eating as much as they want of any food they want—as long as they eat within a set 8-hour time period.

Zinczenko and Moore demonstrate how simply observing this timed-eating strategy just 3 days a week will reset a dieter's metabolism so that he or she can enter fat-burning mode first thing in the morning—and stay there all day long. And by focusing on 8 critical, nutrient-rich Powerfoods, readers will not only lose weight, but also protect themselves from Alzheimer's, heart disease, even the common cold.

In the book, readers will find motivating strategies, delicious recipes, and an 8-minute workout routine to maximize calorie burn. *The 8-Hour Diet* promises to strip away unwanted pounds and give readers the focus and willpower they need to reach all of their goals for weight loss and life.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

- In hardcover *The 8-Hour Diet* made the *New York Times* bestseller list.
- Obesity is quickly becoming an American epidemic. Obesity increases the risk of heart disease, diabetes and chronic illness. *The 8-Hour Diet* is the answer to losing weight while eating satisfying and delicious foods. David Zinczenko is the *New York Times* bestselling author of *Cook This, Not That!* and *The New Abs Diet*. He is former editor in chief of *Men's Health* and has been featured numerous times on *The Today Show*. 

MARKETING

*Online Promotion
*Blog Outreach
*Email Marketing Campaign
*Social Media Campaign
Silenced

In this thriller from New York Times bestseller Allison Brennan, FBI trainee Lucy Kincaid must take down a prostitution ring

It has been seven years since Lucy was attacked—and almost killed—by an online predator. Today, she is well on her way toward a new life. A trainee at the FBI Academy, Lucy is devoted to the fight against cyber sex crimes. Her current mission: To take down a prostitution ring through a joint task force in the White House.

A number of known prostitutes—with scores of high-profile clients—are turning up dead all over D.C. Is this the work of a depraved killer? Or the result of an inside job? Lucy's investigation will take her into an underground network of prostitutes, the chambers of the country's most powerful players, and her own dark past to confront an unknown enemy who seems to know her every move…

KEY SELLING POINTS:


ALSO AVAILABLE:

The next exciting installment in New York Times bestselling author, Allison Brennan's Lucy Kincaid series.

A new trainee at the FBI Academy in Quantico, Lucy Kincaid has already seen more than her share of murder and mayhem. But she's found a true friend and mentor in Agent Tony Presidio. No matter what goes down at the Bureau, Tony's got her back—until he's called to New York to help investigate the murder of a reporter with ties to Lucy.

But the reporter may not be the first victim of a patient killer with a penchant for revenge, and she's definitely not the last. Connections between closed cases, a missing person, and Tony himself lead Lucy to fear for those she cares for most. When the FBI is rocked by the death of one of their own, Lucy seeks the help of her boyfriend, private investigator Sean Rogan, to help put together the puzzle—and puts her own career in jeopardy.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**


**ALSO AVAILABLE:**

VALUE PROMOTION

Allison Brennan

Stolen

* New York Times bestseller Allison Brennan's next Lucy Kincaid thriller

Nothing is more important to private investigator Sean Rogan than his relationship with FBI trainee Lucy Kincaid. But when his past catches up with him, Sean faces an ultimatum: clear his name and help the FBI take down a rogue agent, or go to prison and lose everything he holds dear. With only Agent Noah Armstrong as his back-up and forced to keep Lucy in the dark, Sean steps back into his old world. But the longer he's undercover, the more dangerous the game becomes. More than Sean's future with Lucy is at stake—so is his life.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

Dead Heat, Allison Brennan's most recent Lucy Kincaid novel, hit #20 on the New York Times bestseller list. Her Lucy books consistently bestsell. On Sale 6/2/15 Each is $5.99/6.99 Can. All have bursts on the front cover and new ISBNs Regularly priced editions will remain available One-time special offer The ninth installment of the Lucy Kinkaid Novels, Best Laid Plans, is on sale in mass market on August 4, 2015

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Allison Brennan

Dead Heat

In *New York Times* bestseller Allison Brennan's thriller, things heat up for Lucy Kincaid when she stumbles across gang activity.

Assigned to San Antonio's Violent Crimes unit, Lucy Kincaid joins a task force called Operation Heatwave. It's supposed to be a simple sweep of known offenders. But when Lucy and her team try to bust two local brothers for jumping bail, she walks into a hotbed of pure evil. Their names are George and Jaime Sanchez. They are charged with murder, drug trafficking, and worse.

The brothers have been using their basement as a holding cell for children they kidnapped for the cartels. When George agrees to turn on his brother, he is murdered behind bars. Now Lucy has no choice but to go outside the law. Enlisting the help of her boyfriend Sean Rogan and his mercenary brother Kane, she will risk her career—and both of their lives—to bring down a crime lord's empire.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

*Dead Heat,* Allison Brennan's most recent Lucy Kincaid novel, hit #20 on the *New York Times* bestseller list. Her Lucy books consistently bestsell. On Sale 6/2/15Each is $5.99/6.99 Can.All have bursts on the front cover and new ISBNsRegularly priced editions will remain availableOne-time special offerThe ninth installment of the Lucy Kinkaid Novels, *Best Laid Plans,* is on sale in mass market on August 4, 2015

Brennan does a terrific job of weaving three murder cases together as members of the extended Kincaid clan race against the clock to save lives and solve crimes...An exceptional novel that is engaging from beginning to end."—*RT Book Reviews* (4½ stars)

"Brennan throws a lot of story lines into the air and juggles them like a master. The mystery proves to be both compelling and complex. Previous knowledge of Lucy Kincaid books isn't necessary to enjoy this chilling and twisty romantic suspense gem."—Associated Press
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A BACK-TO-BACK-TO-BACK PUBLISHING EVENT!

Readers won’t have to wait long to devour this sexy, new series by RITA award-winning and New York Times bestselling author, LORI HANDELAND.

Separated by time, magic, and a dangerous past, three sisters reunite against an evil force...

FALL UNDER THE SPELL OF SISTERS OF THE CRAFT...

LORI HANDELAND

IN THE AIR TONIGHT

HEAT OF THE MOMENT

SMOKE ON THE WATER

6.2.2015

978-1-250-02012-3 • 352 pages
$7.99/$9.99 Can. • 28/32* • Ctrn: 48
Also available as an e-book

6.30.2015

978-1-250-02013-0 • 352 pages
$7.99/$9.99 Can. • 28/32* • Ctrn: 48
Also available as an e-book

8.4.2015

978-1-250-02014-7 • 352 pages
$7.99/$9.99 Can. • 28/32* • Ctrn: 48
Also available as an e-book

MARKETING CAMPAIGN

National Print Publicity • Online Publicity Campaign • National Print Advertising • Online Advertising Campaign

NetGalley Outreach • Extensive Blog Outreach • Extensive Online Promotion at HeroesandHeartbreakers.com

Email Marketing Campaign • Visit LoriHandeland.com

St. Martin’s Paperbacks
From *New York Times* bestselling author

JANET EVANOVOICH

Perfectly timed to tie-in with the new Lizzie & Diesel Hardcover: WICKED CHARMS in stores June 2015

- On Sale 6/02/15
- Each book has a burst on the front cover and new ISBN
- Regularly priced edition will remain available
- One-time special offer


TO PLACE AN ORDER CALL: 1 (888) 330-8477 OR FAX: 1 (800) 672-2054

St. Martin’s Paperbacks
June 2015 Value Promotions

From *New York Times* bestselling author

**Allison Brennan**

432 pages · 35/32" Ctn: 48

432 pages · 35/32" Ctn: 48

416 pages · 33/32" Ctn: 48

384 pages · 31/32" Ctn: 48

- On Sale 06/02/15
- All books have $5.99/$6.99 Can. bursts on front cover and new ISBNs
- Regularly priced editions will remain available
- One-time special offer


**Total Order Qty ___**

Macmillan  
MPS Distribution Center, 16365 James Madison Highway, Gordonsville, VA 22942-8581

TO PLACE AN ORDER CALL: 1 (888) 330-8477 OR FAX: 1 (800) 672-2054

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACCOUNT NO.</th>
<th>WHSE</th>
<th>ORDER DATE</th>
<th>P.O. NO.</th>
<th>QTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>DEPT NO.</th>
<th>SALESREP</th>
<th>TERRITORY NO.</th>
<th>BUYER</th>
<th>SHIP VIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BILL TO:</th>
<th>SHIP TO:</th>
<th>SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZIP</th>
<th>ZIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>